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ABSTBACT

An important facat of developing engineering
design coneapta la tbe ability to promptly and
accurately project tba total constructed coat
of a given device concept, aiaea these coat
projections ara Important factora for future
daeieione on project acope. Is order to pro-
vide a credible and eonaiatent meena for pro-
jecting the total constructed coat of a given
device or raactor concept, an automated approach
to performing and cataloging coat estimates baa
been developed at the Fusion Engineering
Design Center (FEDC), wherein tbe coat estimate
record is.stored In the LOTUS 1-2-3+ spreadsheet
on an IBM personal computer. The coat estima-
tion spreadsheet ia baaed on the coat coefficient/
coat algorithm approach to cost estimating and
incorporates a detailed generic code of coet
accounts far boch eefeemati and tandem mirror
device*. Component design parametara (weight,
surface area, ate.) and coat factora ara input,
and direct and indirect eoata are calculated.
The coat data base file derived from actual
ceat experience within the fusion community and
refined to be compatible with the spreadsheet
coating approach la a catalog of coat coeffi-
cients, algorithms, and component coata arranged
into data modules corresponding to apecific
compoa*nta and/or aubayatama. Each data modal*
contains engineering, equipment, and installation
labor coat data for different configurations
and types of the apeciflc component or subsystem.
This paper describes the asstBYj>t£onst definitions,
methodology, and architecture incorporated in
£he development of the coat estimation spread-
aheet and coat data base, along with the type
of input required and the output format.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion
Energy. D.5. Department of Energy, ander Con-
tract Ho. DE-AC05-MOR21400 with Mania Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.

Beference within thla paper to any apeclflc com-
mercial product, process, or service by trade-
mark, trade ncaa, manufacturer or otherwise, dcae
sot necessarily constitute or imply its endorse-
ment, recommendation by the O.S. gjusnsMiii or
any agency thereof.
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The Tola of the FEDC ia to develop pra-
conceptual engineering design concepts for tbe
next generation of tokamak, taudem mirror, and
alternative confinement concept power raactora
asd experimental devices. £n important facet
of this design activity la tbe affort related
to projecting the coat of the given facility.
Faat experience has demonstrated that "bottoma-
up" coat estimates of lesding-edge-of-technol- -
ogy devices at the precooceptual design level
are consistently Inaccurate. This traditional
estimating method involves aummlag the coat of
subsystem components, beginning with the smal-
lest details and combining these Into larger
and larger assemblies until the entire subsys-
tem is complete. The "bottoma-up" method ia an
excellent cost-«stimating method where the
design baa matured to a final level of detail
and the components are standard, off-the-ahelf
items whoa* eoata are accurately known. The
absence of a mature design at the prcconceptual
level makes total "bottoms-up" cost estimating
vary difficult, at best, due to the Inherent
lack of design definition and detail.

An automated method for performing, cata-
loging, and recording cost estimates that la
compatible with the preconceptual level of
design definition and detail baa been developed
at FEDC. Thla method combines a coeputerlzed
coat estivation apreadsheet that Incorporates a
detailed generic code of accounts, standard
coat element definitions, and the parametric
cost-escimatln* approach with a ceat data b*s*
file derived from actual cost experience. Thla
paper provides a description of the computer-
ised coat estimation apreedsheet and tbe FEDC
coat data basa file.

FEDC COST ESTIMATE PBOCKDURE

The overall approach to assembling a pro-
ject coat estimate at FEDC consists of parallel
project design and coat data base ectlvicies.
•ear the end of the preconccptual design
activity, when the quantities of materials and
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equipment caa be estimated, cognisant engineers
submit standardised design data abaata aad other
supporting aaCai'ial for their aaalgnad components/
subsystems to the 7ZSC coat engineer. These
design data sheets laclude the component/subsystem
design description aad a listing of the pertinent
daslfn parameter*. Tbls assembly of eoapoaeat/
•ubsystea daalgn data abacts and coat data
obtained from a cost data base file fora* tbe
basis for tbe Input to tbe computerised cost
estimation spreadsheet, where the cost estimate Is
performed aad cataloged.

WORKSHEET DESCRIPTION

Tbe FEDC computerized cor^ estimation work-
sheet calculates the total constructed cost of a
fusion power reactor or experimental device. The
worksheet docs not Include financial (interest
during construction) or schedule (escalation dur-
ing construction) consideratlons. This section
addresses the cost elemeat definitions and sode of
aceeimta employed in tbe cost estimation work-
sheet, tbe methodology used In tbe spreadsheet for
calculating tbe total constructed cost, the cade
structure, aad the output that can be obtained
from the spreadsheet.

Cost Eleaent Definition*

As stated, the constructed coat of a facility
is defined es the total expense of constructing a
facility aad placing the facility into operation.
The elements of constructed costs - direct costs.
Indirect costs, and contingency - axe all cal-
culated la the cos? estimation spreadsheet.

Direct costs are those costs that are
identified with a specific permanent component,
system, or facility of tbe plant. The elements
of direct cost «re engineering cost, equipment
cost, aad isstaliatloa labor cost.

Indirect costs are chose chat are not Iden-
tified with specific permanent plant facilities,
equipment, or systems but that «rw Incurred by
th* project as » whole. Elements o! indirect
coats ere Construction Services and Equipment
Cost (temporary facilities aad construction equip-
ment). Borne Office Engineering aad Services Cost
(management, systems engineering, QA), Field
Office Engineering and Strvlces Coat (construction
management, inspection preoperational testing),
and Owner's Cost (project administration, spares,
and inventories).

Contingency is a coat allowance included la
an eatlsate to reflect tbe fact that uncertainties
exist in project definition, unit pricing, and
execution. These cost element definitions are
Incorporated Into the spreadsheet.

Code of Accounts

The FEDC computerised cost estimation
spreadsheet incorporates a •sandard code of
accounts, developed at FEOC, as the basis for
reporting Che estimated component/s-ab»y«tem
casts. The top-level accounts of the FEDC code
of accounts are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. FEDC code of acco>tnte.

Tbe FEDC code of accounts represents a
systematic arrangement of the generic elements
that generally comprise fusion projects. This
code of accounts Is developed to a mandatory
account level (fourth-level mrelmum) that is
applicable to all magnetically confined fusion
concepts (tokamaka, taedem minors, etc.) aad
device types (experimental, power reactor).
Additional accounts unique to a specific
reactor or experimental device are further used
to break down reported estimated cost* below
tbe mandatory level.

The FEDC code of aeceunts structure is
based on the present stasdsrd fusion account*1

and power industry practice,2 with some revi-
sions being made to facilitate their applica-
tion to both power reactors and experimental
devices. Th* first-level accounts (Fig. 1)
parallel those currently used by the power



Industry, thus facilitating comparison of Sttalon
cover raactor coats so other sources of electri-
city. Account 22, laactor Plant Equipment,
Incorporates • generic, functional breakdown for
the specific fusion ayaceaa within the power
Industry code. Thle account structure provides a
natural reporting syseem chat ia closely related
Co the typical fusion project wort breakdown
structure and Chat la compatible with different
fusion device concepts. The •ubaccouaes of indi-
rect cost, Account 9, correspond to normal power
plant construction practice, where the utility
(Ouner) contracts with as engineering and con-
struction company to design the ptaat (Some
Office), sjacage eh* consccuecion project (Field
Office), and provide construction Materials
(Construction Services). Theae elements of
Indirect cost are not i is—IIIIIJ used on uear-
tera experimental devices where It is likely
that a laboratory will act as project manager
and owner and chat Che field office win he at a
laboratory. Elements of Indirect cost commonly
Incurred on experimental projects are Included as
aubelemenCs of Che four sajor indirect accounts
to ensure compatibility with experimental devices.

As stated, additional accounts unique to a
specific device concept are used to further break
down estimated coate below th* mandatory level.
Detailed, generic codes of accounts have been
developed 'aelov the mandatory level for tokamak
and tandes mirror devices, and each is incorpo-
rated into separate computerised cost estimation
spreadsheets.

Spreadsheet Metfeadology

The FEDC computerized cost estimation
spreadsheet utilizes LOTUS 1-2-3 software3 on an
IBM personal cosputer. LOTUS 1-2-3 Is an
advanced electronic worksheet with graphics and
complete Information management capacity. The
worksheet Is similar to a financial ledger sheet
~ ruled into rows and columns. The worksheet can
accommodate 256 columns and 2,048 rows of infor-
mation. Each of the spaces (cells) in the work-
sheet can store a piece of Information: a
number, letters, words, or equations to calculate
a value. Thus, this format is Ideally suited Co
converting Che cost estimating procedures
normally performed manually on cost estimate
forms to che automated cost-estimating approach
deacrlbed herein.

The flow diagram shewn In Fig. 2 Illustrates
the overall methodology employed in the FEDC
computerized eoat estimation apreadsheec for cal-
culating the total constructed cose of a fusion
plant. The spreadsheet format is Illustrated In
Fig. 3. Input parameters and descriptive
information are introduced to Che spreadsheet In
the appropriate columns from Che component design
daca sheets supplied by the cognizant engineers
and from che cost data base file. The cose daca

base file and lta use will be described later
In this paper. The following design inputs can
be iiusc&iceti for each applicable compontnt/
subsystem Is che code of acemmte:

Coin Input

G Xrlef component descripcion
E Component/subsystem quantity
L Learning curve percent for Hth-cf-*-

klnd devise (If different Chan 100)
O,S,W,AA Unit quantises eorresponding to unit

cost factors (cols. M.Q.E,?} izTaz
?.T,X,AB Dales corresponding to cols. O.S.W.AA
AC Meh-of-m-Und device (If different

than 1)

The cose inputs which can be lntro«Hced into
ehe spreadsheet for each component/ subsyseea
arc as follows:

Column Input

J Engineering percent (of equipment
cost)

X Labor percent (of equipment cose)
K,Q,U,T Unit cost factors, component costs,

or coat coefficients
H,R,T,Z Bait* corresponding to cols. M,Q,D,Y
AD leferences cost factor basis

These coat Inputs are extracted from the FEDC
cost data base file. The cose factors chosen
are baaed on the cost of a similar component/
subsystem and depend on the component/subsystem
configuration and type specified on the design
data sheee.

After the Inputs are Introduced, che eal-
culatior procedure is Initiated for ehe spe-
cific account. The unit equipment cost (col.
X) is calculated in millions of dollars accord-
ing co che default equation

M(K)*0(H)-K} 0 0 *S 00+000 *WOO+TT 00
•AA(N)/10-6

where the first letter ayabol refers eo ehe
column designation and 00 refera to the Nth
row. As Is evident, a four-term cost equation
can be accoamodated in che spreadsheet. This
standard default equation can be overridden for
• given account and an empirical coseing aqua-
tion (algorithm) Input to the spreadsheet,
where cols. K.Q.U, and T become che coeffi-
cients of ehe costing equation, and cols. 0,S,
V, and AA become the variables. The total
equipment cost is calculated In millions of
dollars using the default equation

D(H) - I<8)*H(S)*AC(N)-(«LogL{N)-2)
/Log 2))/((ttogL(K)-2)/Log 2)+l

where the logarithmic terms represent tke
affect of che learning curve If an S-th-of-«-
klnd cose Is desired.
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Fig. 3. Coat catlaatlon aprcadahaat fonaae.

The englnaarlng and labor coate for Che
coapcnent/aubayatea arc calculated aa a function
of percent of equipment coat by the reepectiv*
aquationa,

C(H) - J(S)*D(R) and E(H) - K(8)*BQI)

The ccrajpoucnt/aubayatca direct coat i t then
calculated by the equation

P(H) - C(H)-H)OC)«(H)

Thla process la repeated for each appropriate
account, and tbe total direct coae of the
plant is calculated by auaadng the col. T
totals of accounts 20 through 26. Equations

for subtotals are included is the appropriate
locations in the spreadsheet.

Inputs for calculation of project indirect
cost aubelcsenca are introduced into the
appropriate location of col. J of the spread-
sheet aa a percentage of total direct coat.
There indirect coat subelcaenta are calculated
in eol. F according to tha equation

TOO • J00*F<4)

where cell F(4) represents the total direct
coat. Equations for indirect coat subtotals
are included In the appropriate locations in
the apreadaheet. The total project Indirect



cost la calculated by sussing the col. F
totals for accounts 91 through 94. The nib-
total of total direct coat and total indirect
coat Is £h«n calculated In col. t.

The Input for calculation of contingency
la enterad into eol. J of tba workshaet in the
appropriate location ca a percentage of the
•ubtotaled direct and indirect coat. Cos-
tcingency Is calculated lc col. F according to
the relationship

F(3) - J(H)*(Direct+Indlreet Coac)

The total constructed coat of the plant is
obtained by seaming the col. F totals for
direct cost, indirect cost, sad contingency.

Spreadsheet Structure

The size requirement of the coaputeriied
cost estimation epreadshcet and the size
llaltationa of LOTUS 1-2-3 dictate that the
worksheet information be atored in a aeries of
modules or filee. The file nanes, along with
the file account contests, axe shown below.

File
Designation

TDC Acct.
*CCt.

Acct.

20
21

9

File Contents

Land end Land
Structures &
Facilities
Indirect Cost

Rights
Site

R?E Acct. 221 Seector Systems

HAG Acct. 222 Magnet Systems

PIVS Acct. 223 Power Injection Sya.
Acct. 224 7aeuua Systems

PCHT Acct. 225 Power Conditioning Sys.
Acct. 226 Heat Transport Sys.

VTIC Acct. 227 Fuel Handling Syateas
Acct. 228 Instrument, & Control
Acct. 229 Maintenance Equip.
Acct. 23 Turbine Plant Equip.
Acct. 24 Electric Plant Equip.
Acct. 25 Misc. Plant Equip.
Acct. 26 Beat Rejection Sys.

The tonal worksheet Is compiled in one
file by evaluating the worksheet equations in
each file; and storing only the res^.tant values.
In order to accommodate this compilation, each
of the above files has a related flic contain-
ing only tha valves of the equations and only
eols. A through F of the worksheet. The uae of
ehe*i files is transparent to the user.

In order to alniisice the tins required to
execute spreadsheet commands, soce of the more
frequently used commands have been programed
using a LOTUS 1-2-3 feature called "•aero,"

a atored sequence of keystrokes. These coa-
aands are executed by deprattlcg the "Alt" key
and th«a depressing the respective key for «
particular en—and. The macro 1 B programmed
Into th« spreadsheet, red the disposition £*
tha following:

Key Functions

S Updates present file & saves, writes sua-
•ary flic, pulls in nest file

P Prints the entire spreadsheet (cole. A
-hreugh AD) by files

C Combines all euaury flics into cols. A
through ? of spreadsheet. Applies only
to TDC file

T Prints cols. A through F of entire spread-
sheet. Dsed after "C" ceamand has been
executed. Applies only to TDC file.

Detailed information regarding the ixte of
LOTUS 1-2-3 can be found In ref. 3.

Master spreadsheets have been developed
presently for both tokasak and tandca alrror
devices and stored on separate floppy discs.
These spreadsheets differ only in the detailed
generic codzs of accounts Incorporated in the
two spreadsheets. Both were developed froa the
mandatory level FEDC code of accounts, which
was described in a prior section.

Two types of printed output are available
froa the FEDC computerised cost estimation
spreadsheet:

(1) A printout, by file, of all the informa-
tion contained in the entire worksheet

(2) A printout of the calculated costs
(cols. A through F) for the entire
worksheet

COST DATA BASE FILE

The 7EDC cost data base is derived mainly
froa actual cost experience and is refined to
be aode co*patibl» with the cost-element
definition* and costing approach described in
this paoer.

The cost data base file is a catalog of
cost coefficients, cost algorithms, and "com-
ponent takeoff costs" fomatted onto separate
cost data sheets corresponding to specific
conponent/subsysteas. Each eost data sheet
contains equipment, engineering, and labor
eost data, In addition to pertinent design
parameters, for different configurations and
types of the specific ceeponent/subsysteii.
The eost data base file io arranged to cor-
respond ta the FEDC code of accounts. Both
direct and indirect cost data are cataloged in
tbe coti data base file.
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The cost data input to the spreadsheet for
estimating the specific ceaponaat/subsyitea
cost la obtained fro* the coat data base file
and ia chosen baaed oa the cost of a component/
subsystem of similar configuration and type.
The scope of the coat data included in the coat
data base file la such that thr<r* techniques
can be used to estimate the equipment coat of
a apeciflc component/subsystem. These coating
techniques are unit costing, coat algorithms,
and "component takaoff" coating. Mere a solid
historical coat data base la available for
coating a specific component/subsystem, the
unit coating method can be used whereby the
equipment coat la baaed on coat per unit
(weight, aurface area, volume, power, flow,
etc.) of sluilar equipment. Where a good cost
data base does not exist, the coat algorithm
Method can be used. Coat algorithm* are
empirical costing equations, developed frosi
experience on elailar hardware, where the
equipment coat la scaled aa a function of
component/subsyctern design parameters, where
the subsystem Is composed of standard items
whose coats are accurately known, c "component
takeoff" method cas be used whereby the aub-
syseea cost Is baaed on the unit cost and
quantity of the components which comprise the
subsystem. Engineering and labor costs are
compiled as a percentage of equipment cost on
the cost data aheets.

Indirect coat data is compiled in the cost
data base file as a percentage of total direct
cost.

CONCLUSIONS

Computerized cost estimation worksheets
and an associated cost data base file have been
developed at FEDC In order to provide a credible
aad consistent means of calculating the con- .
atructed cost of tokamak and tandem mirror
power reactors and experimental devices. The
cost estimation worksheet utilizes LOTUS 1-2-3
software on an IBM personal computer and incor-
porates a detailed generic code of accounts,
which adds conformity to the formation of the
cost estimate, and cost element definitions,
which allow eost data obtained from fusion
projects to be recorded In such a way that the
data are directly useful In estimating the
cost of future fusion projects.
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